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UPDATE 

Ticket # Description 

EV-1316 While addressing the bug in EV-1308, an update was made to pass the locked (or read-only) parameter of the 
parent form to a child pop-up form. Now when a form is shared as locked using InForms, pop-up forms are still 
accessible (even though the parent form is locked), AND the pop-up form opens in locked mode, like the parent 
form. 

BUG FIXES 

Ticket # Case # Description 

EV-1145  An issue was reported where Form DesignEHR (FD) allowed the deletion of a signed form record 
from a grid row. While the grid delete button was correctly disabled for the signed record initially, 
the delete button remained enabled after selecting and deleting an unsigned record.  

When working in an FD grid now, if a record is signed AND locked, the delete button remains 
disabled. If a record is not signed, the delete button is available.  

EV-1254  An issue was addressed where the database connections for Form DesignEHR forms opened within 
EchoVantage were not appropriately terminated consistently upon exiting the form. Updates were 
made to Birch (Legacy Service) to ensure these database connections are closed when exiting the 
form or when exiting pop-up forms accessed via a parent form.  

EV-1308 4726 A bug was reported where existing forms shared as locked (read-only) using InForms were not 
locked but fully editable unless that existing form was signed before being shared. Now when a 
form is shared as locked, the form and all tabs are not editable. If a Signature is Requested and the 
form is locked, the form is only viewable, and a signature prompt displays. 

EV-1342  A bug was identified where a shared form became inaccessible under certain circumstances when 
an existing version and a new version of the same form were shared in one session via an email link 
or Device. The existing version of the form only is displayed regardless of the version selected in the 
left-hand shared forms list if any changes were saved to the existing version before the new version 
was saved. Updates were made to Cedar (Form Viewer Service) so that the correct form information 
is displayed based on the form (version) selected in the forms list.  

EV-1343  An issue was reported where opening an Event on the Scheduler or viewing the Teams page in 
Configuration > Scheduler > Teams took too long to load when many Teams with multiple members 
were configured. Updates were made to improve the loading speed to under a second when an 
Event is opened or the Teams configuration page is viewed. 

EV-1357  A bug was reported where entering a Recurring Event on the Scheduler resulted in an infinite 
validation, ultimately crashing the system even though the UI correctly disallowed the entry. The 
issue was addressed by not submitting a validation value when ‘0’ is entered for the Repeat Every 
field prompt. 

 


